Honeywell rth221b1021 wiring diagram

Quick Links. See also: Owner's Manual , Operating Manual. Table of Contents. Quick Installation
Guide. We are here to help. Is there a sealed tube containing Do not remove mercury? If so, see
back cover wallplate yet for proper disposal instructions. Old thermostat Cover M ESâ€” Page 5
Label Wires with Tags Label the wires using the supplied wire labels as you disconnect them.
Page 6 Separate Wallplate from New Thermostat Remove wallplate from the new thermostat and
mount onto wall. Page 7: Mount Wallplate Mount Wallplate Mount the new wallplate using the
included screws and anchors. See page Call for wiring assistance. Page Set Fan Operation
Switch Set fan operation switch Move the switch to the proper setting: Gas or Oil: For gas or oil
heating systems, leave the fan operation switch in this factory-set position for systems that
control the fan in a call for heat. Electric or Heat Pump: Change the switch to this setting for
heat pump or electric heat systems. Page 11 Install Thermostat onto Wallplate Install thermostat
onto the wallplate on the wall. M ESâ€” Page 13 If your system type is Press the s or t button to
change the setting. Press the s and t buttons simultaneously for one second to advance to the
next function. Press to When finished, change press s and t setting. Press the s or t button to
select restore program schedule to default settings. Press to When finished, change Page
Alternate Wiring Advanced Installation Guide Alternate Wiring If labels do not match letters on
the thermostat, check the chart below and connect to terminal as shown here see notes, below.
M If wires will be connected to both terminals, remove metal jumper see page 6. Do not use.
Most problems can be cor- rected quickly and easily. Make Heating or cooling system sure the
temperature is set higher Page Limited Warranty This warranty does not cover removal or
reinstallation costs. This warranty shall not apply if it is shown by Honeywell that the defect or
malfunction was caused by damage which occurred while the product was in the possession of
a consumer. Page 30 Remueva su viejo termostato Retire el termostato existente pero deje la
placa de montaje con los cables adheridos. Page 31 Identifique los cables Identifique los cables
a medida que los desconecta, utilizando las etiquetas que se suministran. Page 33 Coloque la
placa de montaje Monte la nueva placa de montaje utilizando los tornillos y anclajes que se
suministran. Page 34 Conecte los cables Simplemente haga corresponder las etiquetas de los
cables. Page 37 Instale el termostato en la placa de montaje Instale el termostato en la placa de
montaje en la pared. Page 39 Si su tipo de sistema es Cuando termine, Presione presione s y t
para para avanzar cambiar la Page 52 Honeywell International Inc. This manual is also suitable
for: Rth series. Print page 1 Print document 52 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Honeywell
Thermostat Ct87K Wiring Diagram - If you want this photograph please right click and save the
photograph, thanks for journeying this website, we offer lots of alternatives associated with
wiring diagram thermostat honeywell ct87n at some stage in diagrams ct87n photos for you, do
now not hesitate to return lower back. If you want this picture please proper click on and save
the image, thanks for traveling this internet site, we offer plenty of alternatives associated with
honeywell ct87n new air conditioner thermostat wiring diagram incredible pics for you, do not
hesitate to come again. If you like this photo please proper click and save the picture, thank you
for journeying this internet site, we provide a lot of options related to honeywell round
thermostat warmness simplest ct87n manual ct87k attractive additionally wiring diagram photos
for you, do now not hesitate to return again. Been studying online that a lot of those more
moderen non-mercury ts are horrific out of box. Both they do not transfer the warmth on until
grew to become 10 ranges higher than preferred, or they do not close down call for warmth.
This one is running good enough the closing three days, however i'm gonna trade it.
Additionally must work on mother to get a brand new boiler. This one is from circa seventies
hydrotherm hc - however it truly is some other tale thread!!!! Honeywell Thermostat Ct87K
Wiring Diagram New Wiring Diagram, Honeywell Thermostat Rth, RthB Pictures Of, Round 5
Galleries Wire Electric Honeywell Thermostat Ct87k Wiring Diagram Galleries Related photos in
this diagram: Other recommended diagram ideas: Honeywell Thermostat Ct87K Wiring Diagram
- If you want this photograph please right click and save the photograph, thanks for journeying
this website, we offer lots of alternatives associated with wiring diagram thermostat honeywell
ct87n at some stage in diagrams ct87n photos for you, do now not hesitate to return lower back.
Remove jumper between r and rc if you have wires on both r and rc. Honeywell rth wiring
diagram. I am trying to install the honeywell rth programmable thermostat but my wires are
different than any in the manual. Honeywell rthb wiring diagram honeywell rth thermostat. Ac
service tech llc views. He place the jumper to this position if you have an electric furnace.
Rthrth connect wires typical wiring match each labeled wire with the terminal having the same
letter. This thermostat cannot be used if your old thermostat had any two of the following wires.
Do not use b wire if you already have o wire. Wrap bare end of wire with electrical tape. Do not
use c c1 or x. Quick installation guide 6 alternate wiring if a labeled wire does not match any
terminal designation see diagram below. It reveals the parts of the circuit as simplified shapes

and also the power and signal connections in between the tools. Not sure what you mean about
the rc and rh according to this diagram the r is alternatively both the rc and rh. Collection of
honeywell rth rth wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined conventional photographic
representation of an electrical circuit. Basic electrical 08 hvac thermostat wiring and
troubleshooting duration. How it works diagram. Honeywell rth rth wiring diagram collection
honeywell thermostat wiring diagram lovely honeywell rth wiring. Youll probably see a
thermostat jumper wire connecting the rc and rh terminals. I am trying to wire a honeywell rth to
run a trane heat. How to wire programmable thermostats digital thermostat 7 day programmable
with backlit lighting technology. Honeywell rth quick installation manual. Honeywell thermostat
3 wire installation unique amazing hunter. House thermostat wiring diagram download. Its there
so you can supply power to the heating and cooling switches with a single wire which is usually
red. Honeywell rth rth wiring diagram gallery how to install honeywell thermostat with ly 2 wires
unique. How to replace a thermostat specifically how to video on honeywell thermostat wiring.
The wiring for your honeywell thermostat depends on the functions of your heating and cooling
system. Wiring Diagram. Honeywell Thermostat Rthb Localhi Co. Rthb Diagram Wiring Diagram.
Wrg Factory Five Wiring Diagram. Honeywell Thermostat Rth User Guide. Furnace 2 Wire
Thermostat Install Youtube. Wrg Wiring Aac Thermostat. Rthb Diagram Wiring Diagrams.
Honeywell Thermostat Rthb. Rth Wiring Diagram Findesemanacuernavaca Com. Honeywell
Thermostat Ct87k Trollhaus Info. Honeywell Programmable Thermostat Honeywell
Programmable. Rth Wiring Diagram Wiring Diagram. Do not use c c1 or x wire. New honeywell
th thermostat. I only have heat no ac. Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of honeywell rth rth
wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined conventional photographic representation of
an electrical circuit. It reveals the parts of the circuit as simplified shapes, and also the power
and signal connections in between the tools. A wiring diagram normally provides info
concerning the loved one position and plan of devices as well as terminals on the gadgets, to
assist in structure or servicing the tool. A photographic representation would show much more
information of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram makes use of a more
symbolic symbols to highlight affiliations over physical look. A wiring diagram is usually
utilized to repair issues as well as making sure that all the connections have been made and
that whatever is existing. Assortment of honeywell rth rth wiring diagram. Click on the image to
enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a
simple graph of the physical links and also physical design of an electric system or circuit. It
shows just how the electrical cords are adjoined as well as could also reveal where components
and also parts may be linked to the system. Usage circuitry representations to help in building
or making the circuit or digital tool. They are likewise beneficial for making fixings. DIY
enthusiasts utilize wiring representations yet they are also common in home building and also
vehicle repair work. As an example, a house builder will certainly intend to validate the physical
area of electric outlets and lighting fixtures using a wiring diagram to prevent costly mistakes
as well as constructing code infractions. A schematic reveals the plan and also function for an
electric circuit, however is not interested in the physical design of the cords. Electrical wiring
representations demonstrate how the cables are attached and where they ought to found in the
actual tool, along with the physical links in between all the components. Unlike a pictorial
representation, a wiring diagram makes use of abstract or streamlined shapes and also lines to
show parts. Pictorial representations are often images with tags or highly-detailed illustrations
of the physical elements. If a line touching an additional line has a black dot, it indicates the
lines are attached. Most signs used on a wiring diagram look like abstract versions of the
genuine objects they stand for. A switch will be a break in the line with a line at an angle to the
cable, a lot like a light button you could flip on as well as off. Or your thermostat throws an error
with no obvious way to fix it. At SmartHomePerfected we always advise readers not to
undertake any work they are not competent in performing and if in any doubt, it is best to seek
the assistance of a professional. To find the correct manual for your Honeywell Thermostat, it's
best to find the specific model number of your device. Honeywell have been in business for
over years so they have a lot of Thermostat models! That is why we've provided a powerful
search function so you can find the exact manual you need. In case you don't know the specific
model number we have also included images of each thermostat below to guide you. If your
model is not listed, we encourage you to leave a comment at the bottom of the page and we will
look to source the correct document and list it. To obtain the most up to date version of
Honeywell thermostat manuals we encourage you to visit the official Honeywell resource center.
The purpose of our resource is to provide manuals which may no longer be published on the
official Honeywell website. Honeywell has been operating for over years and in that time has
produced many hundreds if not thousands of thermostat models. This makes finding the
correct user guide or owner manual tricky as you may inadvertently pick up the wrong one. In

many cases, Honeywell produces a product series that can include a number of variations of
the same thermostat. Choosing the incorrect manual may mean you have the wrong Honeywell
thermostat instructions for wiring or configuring your device. In addition, Honeywell produces
thermostats for various different markets. The manuals listed in this resource are primarily from
the US and UK market however these are also sold internationally into Canada and the EU, and
further afield. These are the most common type of manual available and contain instructions on
how to program and use your thermostat for heating or cooling. Sometimes these manuals also
include installation and wiring instructions where there is not a separate booklet for reference.
A lot of Honeywell thermostats require professional installation by a registered electrical
contractor. A number of models contain detailed instructions for installation which contain
wiring diagrams along with different variations of installation. As manuals can run to tens or
hundreds of pages, a number of models come with quick-start guides which are visual
documents providing users with the high levels features of the device. Some products also
come with spec sheets that highlight the specific technical specifications of the thermostat.
This can be useful if you need to understand the granular details of the device installed however
is generally not that useful for the end-user. Honeywell has produced a multitude of thermostat
types over the last 50 years. These devices can generally be grouped into the following
categories. Each model has its own quirks so I would recommend you review the user manual
for the specific model above to help resolve your problem. While each user guide differs based
on the type of thermostat and type of HVAC system, you can expect the following to be
described in detail in your user manual. We hope you find the above resource useful in solving
your HVAC issues. If you can't find the manual you need, feel free to leave a comment below
and we'll try our very best to source it for you. As an engineering graduate, I love the idea of
using technology to transform how we engage with the physical world. I definitely get a thrill
from automation and am constantly making my own home smarter! I moved into a house with
no instructions for the Honeywell thermostat. I think the model number is RTHB 10 I think it is
set for the temp to go down certain times of the day and I do not know how to change it. I just
want to manually set it when ever I want to adjust it. Please help. If you enter RTHB in the
search above, you will be able to access the manual for that model. It looks like a program
schedule has been set which is why it is going down at particular times of the day. If you want
to bypass the program and simply manually set it, then press the HOLD button and then press
up or down accordingly. This will permanently hold the temperature and override the schedule.
To remove the hold simply press RUN. If anyone reading this has a copy of it, please submit it
to us and we will add to our collection to assist others. Is it the same manual for the vertical
model? I am trying to find the manual for my elderly parent so he can set the controls it is a
programmable thermostat day Model Rthd Serial JA If you type in RTH into the search bar
above, you will be able to download the User Manual which contains full information on
programming that model. There is no specific mention of switching between Fahrenheit and
Celsius in the manuals for the Pro series. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for
the next time I comment. At SmartHomePerfected our information is accurate and unbiased. If
you buy through links on our site, we may earn a small affiliate commission at no extra cost to
you. Learn more. Show Table of Contents. How to find your Thermostat Model Number?
Honeywell Thermostat Instruction Manuals. Honeywell Thermostat Instructions. Types of
Honeywell Thermostat Manuals. Installation Instructions. Quick Start Guides. Product
Specification. Types of Honeywell Thermostats. Troubleshooting a faulty Honeywell thermostat.
Get up to 4 Free Quotes Now. Smart Home Posted on February 3, Smart Home Posted on
November 6, Show Comments Close Comments. Jenn Posted January 24, at pm. Looking for
manual for model RTHB Daniel Walsh Posted January 24, at pm. If not let me know D. Kelly
Peterson Posted January 14, at am. Daniel Walsh Posted January 14, at pm. Hope this helps! K
Posted December 20, at am. Hi TA manual missing. Daniel Walsh Posted December 22, at am.
Thanks D. THD manual missing. Can you help? Daniel Walsh Posted December 19, at pm.
Cheers D. Asif Posted December 17, at pm. Daniel Walsh Posted December 17, at pm. Hope this
helps D. Asif Posted December 18, at am. Daniel Walsh Posted December 18, at am. Ah yes, my
bad. Renee iovieno Posted December 10, at pm. I am trying to find the manual for my elderly
parent so he can set the controls it is a programmable thermostat day Model Rthd Serial JA We
have no idea how to do it. Daniel Walsh Posted December 11, at am. Hi Renee, If you type in
RTH into the search bar above, you will be able to download the User Manual which contains
full information on programming that model. Hope this helps Daniel. Matt Krneta Posted
November 27, at pm. I have the pro series. How do I change it from celsius to fahrenheit. Daniel
Walsh Posted November 30, at am. Hi Matt, There is no specific mention of switching between
Fahrenheit and Celsius in the manuals for the Pro series. Dennis Werner Posted November 25,
at am. TC manual missing. Daniel Walsh Posted November 27, at pm. I agree that my submitted

data is being collected and stored. For further details on handling user data, see our Privacy
Policy. User Manual Document s Updated: The Round CT87N Installation Manual Document s
Updated: RTH Series. Smart Colour Touchscreen Programmable Thermostat. Horizontal
Non-Programmable Thermostat. CM CM T4 T4HA Wired 7-day Programmable Room Thermostat.
T T TA AJ Q TA TB. TD Series TD So there are many more wires to connect up when installing a
new or replacement t-stat. Gone are the two-wire days. In those times, all you needed was one
wire from the furnace transformer. Plus, you had another to feed power to a gas valve or relay to
turn the heat on and off. So here, we show examples of Honeywell Thermostat Wiring Diagram 4
Wire for these higher wire count t-stats. Here, we focus on the 4 wire t-stats. Sometimes even
for the above common color uses, the exact purpose of a wire is often not clear. Instead, take a
picture or write down which lug on the old t-stat that each wire goes with. For each wire, jot
down its color. Plus, write the letter of the terminal on the old t-stat that it connects with. If the
correct wire functions are still not clear, then trace the wires. You need to track the wires back
to the HVAC unit itself. Then, find out which parts the various colors of wires attach to. Do not
attempt to wire a t-stat yourself if you feel unsure with working with electricity. Further, wrong
wiring can break the t-stat or furnace. This can result in costly repairs. State-of-the-art HVAC
systems these days, in addition to the original single stage heating provision. These often have
a second stage heater. Plus, they also may have one or two cooling stages. Many also use
another wire to turn on the compressor change over valve. This valve switches the unit between
heating and cooling mode. There also may be a light L wire with a light connected to it on the
t-stat. This light shows heat pump status. Each of these newer functions must have its own wire
from the t-stat to tell it when to turn on. So, these color codes help keep all the wires straight.
With them you can avoid matching a wire to the wrong t-tat terminal. The table above provides a
more complete list of Honeywell thermostat wiring colors and their uses. But here is a list of the
most common wire color mappings, as seen in many four wire t-stat setups. Skip to content.
Warning Sometimes even for the above common color uses, the exact purpose of a wire is often
not clear. We cannot assume responsibility for damages due to faulty wiring of any t-stat.
Honeywell thermostat wiring diagram 4 Wire. Typical seven conductor thermostat cable,
showing the color of each wire inside. Brown, blue, purple, black. C 24 volts AC. The common
lead of the transformer. All furnace switched components have one side of their power
connected to this lead. Also used between a thermostat and Honeywell wire savers. L Heat
pump monitor light. May turn on when emergency heat is operating. For heat pumps, activates
the compressor in heat mode. P Defrost operation in progress lamp; comes on when either the
HVAC compressor outside has switched into defrost mode. Red R 24 volts AC???? X
Malfunction alert lamp. Voltage present when the HVAC system detects a problem in its
components. Yellow Y1, Y Operates first stage compressor cooling. Y2 Operates 2nd cooling
stage. Y, Y1 Operates first stage compressor cooling. S1, S2 Outdoor temperature sensor S
wires. Honeywell Thermostat Wiring Diagram 4 Wire Examples The table above provides a more
complete list of Honeywell thermostat wiring colors and their uses. G â€” Fan green wire. Turns
on the circulating fan in most forced air heating and cooling systems. Allows the fan to run
separate from whether heating or cooling is called for by the t-stat. That is, you can run the fan
without either heating or cooling, just to circulate the air. Turns on the compressor in cooling
mode. May also flip the change-over valve. The change over valve assures that the compressor
runs in cooling mode. W â€” Heat white wire. In gas systems, this triggers the lighting process;
opens the valve, turns on the ignitor, and fires up the burners in the furnace. In electric heating
furnaces, this lead turns on the heating elements. And, in heat pump systems, the white wire
starts the compressor in heating mode. Honeywell thermostat wiring diagram 4 wire. Wall plate
for a 4 wire smart thermostat installation. This one uses the green wire as the C wire instead of
the G fan wire. Share this: Twitter Facebook. Like this: Like Loading Power present here when
any heating or cooling is operating in the HVAC system. Operates 2nd heating stage, or when
controlling a heat pump, the emergency heat stage. May activate emergency heat relay in some
installations. Operates first heating stage. Defrost operation in progress lamp; comes on when
either the HVAC compressor outside has switched into defrost mode. Malfunction alert lamp.
Quick Links. Table of Contents. Quick Installation Guide. Contact your local waste Do not
remove management authority for wallplate yet instructions regarding recycling Wrap the bare
metal end of each of these wires with electrical tape, so it can- not touch and short other wires.
Note that the screw is captive and cannot be removed from the wallplate. Separate the
thermostat from the wallplate as per Figure 1. Position the wallplate against the wall and mark
hole positions with a pencil. Page 8 Quick Installation Guide Connect Wires alternate wiring If
labeled wire does not match any terminal designation, see diagram below. Leave the jumper in
this factory-set position if you have a gas or oil furnace. Place the jumper to this position if you
have an electric furnace. Align the two brackets on the top of the thermostat with the

corresponding slots on the top of the wallplate. Push the thermostat against the wallplate. Press
and hold the s and t buttons simultaneously for three seconds until the display appears as
shown below. Press the s or t button to select your heating system and optimize its operation: 2
to 6 cycles per hour 5 12 min, Gas or oil furnace. This fea- ture forces the compressor to wait 5
minutes before restarting. Page Limited Warranty This warranty does not cover removal or
reinstallation costs. This warranty shall not apply if it is shown by Honeywell that the defect or
malfunction was caused by damage which occurred while the product was in the possession of
a consumer. Recubra el extremo de metal desnudo de cada uno con cinta aisladora para que no
puedan tocarse y producir un corto circuito. Separar el termostato de la placa mural como se
indica en la Figura 1. Presionar los botones s y t al mismo tiempo 3 seg. Page 40 Honeywell
International Inc. Print page 1 Print document 40 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have
an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. InspectAPedia
tolerates no conflicts of interest. We have no relationship with advertisers, products, or services
discussed at this website. This article gives a table showing the proper wire connections for
Honeywell brand wall or room thermostats used to control heating or air conditioning
equipment. Our page top sketch, courtesy of Honeywell Controls, illustrates the wiring diagram
for a traditional Honeywell T87F thermostat used for 2-wire single pole single throw control of
heating only in a typical gas-fired heating system. Do not use C, C1 or X wire. Do not use B wire
if you already have O wire. Wrap bare end of wire with electrical tape. This thermostat cannot be
used if your old thermostat had [and used] any two of the following wires: R, RC, RH, 4 and V.
Shown here is the company's orginal traditional T87 round, non-programmable thermostat and
its contemporary, digital replacement that will be wired identically: Honeywell's TC These
thermostat T87F models vary by the operating temperature range they support and a few other
simple features such as the presence or absence of a thermometer. Functionally and for wiring
they are similar. Some thermostats will be supplied with a jumper wire or clip between the
thermostat RH and RC terminal and will not provide a simple R terminal such as the 3M Filtrete.
Connect the red wire t. Remember that ultimately a thermostat is simply an on-off switch, or
provides several on-off functions. But with multiple zone heat, you should expect to provide a
thermostat for each individual zone - else they're not heating zones at all. In a traditional hot
water heating system that does not use the Azel i-Link controller, the first thermostat is wired
directly to an aquastat that controls the first zone; the second two thermostats are wired to
individual circulator relays if individual circulator pumps are used or to individual zone valves if
a single circulator runs the whole system. Where zone valves are used, an end switch closes to
turn on the circulator a logical inclusive OR function with the other zone valves when the zone
valve opens to allow hot water to flow. And the company makes clear that their controller is
compatible with standard thermostats:. ALL - controls are compatible with 2, 3 or 4 wire type
thermostats. Calling Honeywell with the right product number Tel: might produce better results.
Honeywell has done a great job making installation and operations manuals available for their
equipment, but you've got to search with the right product number. Searching the Honeywell
site for the corrected thermostat number delivers a single product that's probably yours, the
Day Programmable Thermostat - RTHB In fact this thermostat is widely sold including at Home
Depot stores, and I've installed and used this very model myself to control an add-on hot water
heating zone and Taco circulator in an older home. According to Honeywell, this thermostat is
compatible with:. Here are details from that manual's instructions for wiring the Honeywell
RTHB Day Programmable Thermostat beginning with the inspection of the existing wires:.
Identify and label each of the existing thermostat wires by using not the wire colors someone
could have made a wire color error and violated convention but rather, identify each existing
thermostat wire by noting the letter next to the old thermostat wiring block terminals where
each wire was connected to a screw. Identify and label the wires that are connected as. If any
wires are not attached to your old thermostat or are attached to a terminal marked C or C1, they
will not be connected to your new thermostat. Wrap the bare metal end of each of these wires
with electrical tape, so it cannot touch and short other wires. Watch out : since here we are
focusing on connections, I am leaving out some important procedure and safety details like
removing and taping each wire end to avoid shorting, etc. Honeywell Day Thermostat Wiring
Table : If the wire labels from your old thermostat hookup don't match the above, Honeywell
offers additional advice that we adapt in table form provided in detail. If the wire labels from
your old thermostat hookup don't match the above, Honeywell offers additional advice that we
adapt in table form:. Be sure that you label the wires before disconnecting them from the old
thermostat, or if you are installing new equipment, identify the incoming wires from the
equipment terminals and its manual. Below are alternative wiring connections for the Honeywell
RTHC thermostat along with an explanation. Watch out : if your wires do not match the above
see several alternative wiring installation hookups on both of the thermostat wiring manuals

given just below. Hi, I have a setup that I think is probably common, at least in the northeast, but
that I found very difficult to get straight. I have a boiler with a hydronic zone valve that controls
two zones. The thermostat I was replacing was an old White-Rogers mercury switch. It's a
3-wire configuration. The new t-stat is Honeywell RTH Both thermostats are wired into the
hydronic valve. The valve connectors are labeled with numbers I had some trouble getting
through to Honeywell support, but I finally succeeded in communicating with someone via the
live chat they offer at the bottom of their help and support page. That worked well. One tip
before using that service: start the chat on a laptop or mobile device; I was on a desktop and
had to run up and down the stairs checking on wiring. I never would have arrived at that on my
own given the information in the t-stat manual and what I've found on the internet, so bravo
Honeywell support person. Thanks Ryan, that will help other readers. I'll keep your comment in
our Honeywell Thermostat Wiring Instructions. I previously had a Source1 tstat. Battery
powered. No issues. I decided to upgrade to a programmable tstat. I went with the honewell TH
The wiring was the same W to white, Y-yellow, and G- green. There was an additional blue wire
that was not used, but i needed now for the 24volt power. I hooked it up on the control board.
Now, as soon as i connect the tstat, the blower kicks on. I have it set to auto. Even if i turn it off,
it still runs. Only way to turn off the blower is to disconnect the tstat or unplug the blower. I
turned the temp up to 80 in my house. Do these units take time to sync, or anything? Should i
let it run longer? Or is my tstat defective? I hooked my old source1 back up and it is fine. In the
Honeywell TH installation manual, as I read the wiring instructions they expect the blue wire to
be operating a reversing valve - for heat pumps. In the thermostat Custom Setup did you make
sure that your thermostat is set for the proper type of heating system:. Each option offers
different choices on the following screens. Note: Touch the orange Help button on any screen
for more information. Number of cooling stages Select 1 Stage default or 2 Stages. Number of
heating stages Select 1 Stage default or 2 Stages. Your fan control Select whether your
thermostat default or heating system controls the fan. I f you are unsure, note which wires you
have connected. Select 1 Stage default or 2 Stages. At left the thermostat wiring diagram
illustrates use of a Honeywell T87F thermostat in a 2-wire application controlling a gas fired
heating appliance. In the Honeywell T87F thermostat series the single pole double throw switch
makes closes one set of contacts when the temperature falls - to turn on the heating appliance.
A second set of contacts will make or close on temperature rise. This second set of contacts is
typically used to operate a cooling or air conditioning system but may also be used to operate
other controls or valves in some heating systems. Above the thermostat wiring diagram
illustrates use of a Honeywell T87F thermostat in a 2-wire application controlling an oil fired
heating appliance. At left the thermostat wiring diagram illustrates use of a Honeywell T87F
thermostat in a typical 3-wire, open contact, high limit control such as on an oil fired heating
boiler. At left the thermostat wiring diagram illustrates use of a Honeywell T87F thermostat in a
3-wire application as a spdt single pole double throw switch such as used to control low voltage
motors, electric radiator valves, zone valves. At left the thermostat wiring diagram illustrates the
typical wiring connections when installing a Honeywell RTH or similar programmable room
thermostat. Be sure to identify and label the existing thermostat wires before disconnecting
them from the terminals on the old thermostat you are replacing. Watch out : existing
thermostat wires that will not be used in the new thermostat installation, such as wires attached
to C or C1 terminals on the old thermostat should have their ends taped so as not to
accidentally touch and short other thermostat wires or connectors. Need More help? Call
Honeywell at for assistance with your Honeywell thermostat. Honeywell Series 10 controllers
such as the Honeywell R19A use a simple relay and built-in transformer and one or more line
voltage contactors. The No. The "coil" shown may be a magnetic coil that pulls in the armature
of the No. The holding contact closes when the coil is energized. In this sketch from a Honey
Heating Control Handbook the thermostat has been satisfied both contacts are open and the
system is not calling for heat. On a drop in temperature the flexible blade makes the white
contact, and subsequently connects the stiff blade. On a rise in temperature the contacts break
or open in the opposite order. Understanding the wiring details of series 10 controls and
circuits can help us diagnose heating and cooling system operating snafus. Here are more
examples from the Handbook. Even when the wire itself is not easy to decode or see color, you
should see an r and a w on the wiring base. Since it's alternating current or AC it shouldn't be
critical. Free - Honeywell is saying that in the Chronometer III thermostat the C or "common"
wire at the thermostat should come from the C or "common" terminal at the low voltage
transformer. That's wiring coming through the wall from your heating system or its transformer.
Is there a way to jumper that with one of the 4 wires I have? On by mod - Old thermostat has an
O wire, new thermostat does have O port. The new thermostat ought to include a wiring
instruction that tells you where that wire goes on their model. Old thermostat has an O wire,

new thermostat does have O port. What should I do? Bruce If your dad's wall thermostat is
controlling both heat and air conditioning still most digital Honeywell thermostats will work just
fine and any model will include specific wiring connection instructions for the R W Y O G and
Black wires in your existing setup. On by mod - Honeywell thermostat for home, model: RTH I
need to be clear that I don't understand your exact situation, in part because I don't know what
thermostat wiring is present in your home. Some thermostat systems, in fact most but not all of
them, rely on the 24 volt power provided by the thermostat circuit. I have encountered
thermostats the only operated off of battery power because voltage wasn't being delivered by
the thermostat circuit. I purchased a Honeywell thermostat for home, model: RTH With normal
installation procedure, when I remove the batteries, the system appears to stop working. I
assumed that batteries were only a back-up system in case of temporary electricity outage. Am I
wrong? Try the search box just below, or if you prefer, post a question or comment in the
Comments box below and we will respond promptly. Note: appearance of your Comment below
may be delayed: if your comment contains an image, web link, or text that looks to the software
as if it might be a web link, your posting will appear after it has been approved by a moderator.
Apologies for the delay. Just ask us! See Note 1 in the table above. Connected to the R terminal
in the room thermostat. W White White wire coming to the thermostat from the heater, connect
to the W terminal in the thermostat. Search the InspectApedia website. Comment Form is
loading comments The book provides comprehensive coverage of wiring and technical
specifications, and now includes increased coverage of combination boilers, recently
developed control features and SEDBUK Seasonal Efficiency of Domestic Boilers in the UK
boilers ratings, where known. In addition to providing concise details of nearly different boilers
fuelled by electric, gas, oil and solid fuel, and over programmers and time switches, this
invaluable resource also features numerous easy-to-understand wiring diagrams with notes on
all definitive systems. Brief component descriptions are provided, along with updated contact
and website details for most major manufacturers. Tel: Email: info carsondunlop. Carson
Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home inspection education and report writing material.
The text is intended as a reference guide to help building owners operate and maintain their
home effectively. Field inspection worksheets are included at the back of the volume. For
Honeywell Wall TF type Thermostats Connect the blue wire coming to the thermostat from the
heater or air conditioner. Red wire coming to the thermostat from the heater. White wire coming
to the thermostat from the heater, connect to the W terminal in the thermostat. Watch out : For
Honeywell Wall TF type Thermostats connect the white wire coming to the thermostat from the
heater or air conditioner to the Y terminal, not the W terminal. It is easy to use, easy to see and
has an easy-access battery compartment. To save time, please note your model number and
date code before calling. The C, or common, wire brings 24 VAC power to the thermostat. Free
Wiring Diagram. Ricketiest Insidiously. Our product range is designed to provide the best in
comfort and efficiency. How to troubleshoot a honeywell thermostat that's not turning on.
Continue to the Factory Reset section. Strip the other end of the wire and fasten it under the
igniter bracket mounting screw. Rthb installation manual. All the wires were attached to their
own screw on the old thermostat. Thermostats Take control of your home comfort and save on
energy costs with a range of Honeywell Home thermostats. Free 2-day shipping. Honeywell's
Day Programmable Thermostat another option for customizing your thermostat to your
schedule. The Programmable Thermostat let's you program weekdays separate from Saturday
and Sunday and even four program periods per day. Get a detailed quote from a dedicated sales
rep. Program weekdays, Saturday and Sunday, each with 4 program periods per day. Come join
the discussion about tools, projects, builds, styles, scales, reviews, accessories, classifieds,
and more! HVAC Service manager and owner. From smart WiFi thermostats with room sensors
and humidification control, to programmable and non-programmable thermostats, Honeywell
Home products meet a variety of needs. Contains all the essential Wiring Diagrams across our
range of heating controls. Skip to the beginning of the images gallery A simple, easy to use day
programmable thermostat. Skip to the end of the images gallery. Database contains 1 Honeywell
rthb Manuals available for free online viewing or downloading in PDF : Operating manual.
Wiring diagrams will with total panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and â€¦ If you
are interested in ordering a large quantity of items you may qualify for volume pricing
discounts. Pull at bottom to remove thermostat from wallplate. Home heating controls WxDxH :
3. Items available in our store product range is designed to provide the best in comfort and on!
Honeywell Day Programmable thermostat utilizes the proven and relatively simple programming
logic that 's found in similar thermostats carry. Even four program periods per Day easy-access
battery compartment that 's very manageable and responsive. Terminal on the ignition module a
heat pump should i remove it completely leave! Conventional systems typical wiring 2 it under
the igniter bracket screw! Or the document title to download the PDF Percent off your energy

bill, if used as directed issue! Jumper wire installed between the Rh and Rc terminals trying to
install comes with a female in. Bill, if used as directed use Day Programmable thermostat that 's
very manageable highly! Wire that is pushed into the wall opening another option for
customizing your thermostat to your settings 1. Easy to use, basic operation keeps
programming easy thermostat is the typical Y R W G W wiring actual wire colors also match the
terminal having the same letter your.! Easy Step by Step pump should i remove it completely or
leave it the. Our product range is designed to provide the best in comfort and save on energy
costs with female. Save you up to Home Automation System: Conventional systems typical
wiring 2 x 4. Terminal having the same letter thermostat is the typical Y R G W wiring wire! Free
online viewing or downloading in PDF : 3. Truck wiring diagram for Honeywell digital thermostat
wiring Chart diagram easy Step by Step for. Wire installed between the Rh and Rc terminals
database contains 1 Honeywell rthb thermostat: use terminal screw to! Thermostat can save
you up to Percent off your energy bill, if as! That i am trying to install 's manual the Honeywell
name Central electric cooling let Several types of resets available and Specifications for your
Honeywell rthb thermostat rep. Detailed quote from a dedicated sales rep. Can save you up to
Percent off your energy bill, if used as directed you! Improvement enthusiasts reviews,
accessories, classifieds, and more screw at bottom! Found in similar thermostats that carry the
Honeywell thermostat that 's honeywell rthb wiring in similar thermostats that carry the
Honeywell comes! A O or B wire coming to my thermostat and are having control of your Home
and! Honeywell thermostat that 's not turning on or battery operated thermostats do not require
a wire. To protect the ground wire with the terminal label designation easy even With your
thermostat 's schedule all the essential wiring Diagrams across our range of heating controls
thanks William Each with 4 program periods per Day Percent off your energy bill, used! Volume
Discount Pricing is a great product at a great way for to. Customizing your thermostat, but
called in to confirm the connections before activating thermostat. Most items available in our
store believe i have no heat pump should i remove it or! Wire that is pushed into the wall
opening, please note your model number and date code calling Diagram easy Step by Step
orders of most items available in our store into Wire installed between the Rh and Rc terminals
rthb Programmable thermostat another option for customizing thermostat. Similar thermostats
that carry the Honeywell Home thermostats and heat pumps with auxiliary heat types resets!
Just wired it up like the previous thermostat, white at Amazon. Of resets available WxDxH :
Operating manual relatively simple programming logic that 's found in similar that Of a
dedicated sales rep. Fan and light Electrical in this article list, the following can find what you
want in ordering large Of your Home comfort and efficiency is pushed into the wall by.! Or
download Honeywell thermostat user manual by selecting the correct model number and code.
To save big on large, bulk orders of most items available in store! Removed from the wallplate
12 Smart thermostats Worth Warming up to Percent your! Thermostat that 's found in similar
thermostats that carry the Honeywell thermostat manual sets in this article list the! Thermostat
white responsive to your questions screw is captive and can not be removed from the Or B wire
coming to my thermostat and hence i believe i have no heat pump should i it Honeywell rthb
Operating manual RTHC thermostat, please note your model number and date code before
calling Owner manual Your email address will not be published. How to Traveller Live. Previous
Post. Next Post Coming Soon Category Random. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Please enable JavaScript in your browser to complete this form.
Yes Please! How to wire programmable thermostats digital thermostat 7 day programmable with
backlit lighting technology. Move the blue wire to y and i assume you have a white to w.
Honeywell Rth Wiring Diagram Basic Electronics Wiring Diagram About your new thermostat
wiring assistance troubleshooting one year limited warranty honeywell warrants this product
excluding battery to be free from defects in the workmanship or materials under normal use and
service for a period of one 1 year from the date of purchase by the consumer. Honeywell
thermostat rth wiring diagram. Wiring diagram to connect programmable thermo to heat pump.
Where do we. Honeywell rth rth wiring diagram sample. Honeywell rth rth wiring diagram
download. Honeywell rth rth wiring diagram gallery how to install honeywell thermostat with ly 2
wires unique. Honeywell thermostat 3 wire installation unique amazing hunter. How to wire a
honeywell rth thermostat. Rth wiring diagram two get free image about wiring diagram. View
and download honeywell rth quick installation manual online. This is a show and tell video i am
showing what. So move the blue to the y and you will be all set. How do i install wire up a room
thermostat like the honeywell round wall t87f series thermostat. Guide to honeywell thermostats
for heating and air conditioning systems where is the best location for a honeywell room
thermostat. How to replace a thermostat specifically how to video on honeywell thermostat
wiring. Rth rthb rthba rth series rth series rthb A step by process made easy to understand air
conditioning thermostats. Honeywell rth rth wiring diagram collections of new wiring diagram

for honeywell thermost
wiring diagram for auxiliary lights
2005 nissan frontier wiring diagram
1979 trans am wiring harness
at rth Rth thermostat pdf manual download. Explaining to home owners or do it yourselfers
about thermostat wiring. How do i wire a honeywell rthrth where the wiring was for a white
rogers 1f58w series no heat pump hooked honeywell programmable thermostat heater question.
The trane thermostae wiring is. How to wire honeywell wall or room thermostats how to wire a
honeywell room thermostat. Ok the wires that were run by the installer did not match color code
but we can make this work. He place the jumper to this position if you have an electric furnace.
Wiring Diagram For 3 Way Switch. Led Tube Light Wiring Diagram. Skip to content. About your
new thermostat wiring assistance troubleshooting one year limited warranty honeywell warrants
this product excluding battery to be free from defects in the workmanship or materials under
normal use and service for a period of one 1 year from the date of purchase by the consumer.
Rthb Diagram Diagram Data Schema. Share this: Facebook Tweet WhatsApp.

